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ABSTRACT: 

The main role of the Benthic Acoustic Stress Sensor (BASS) tripods within the Ocean 
iMargins Program experiments was to detect and quantify organic carbon rich particle 
transport off the shelf. This requires measures of the turbulent boundary layer flow and 
bed stress, the physical forcing of the particle transport, as well as the concentration and 
type of particles which are being transported. The BASS tripods were deployed at sites 
17 and 26. Data from site 26 were recovered spanning three periods: Feb. 2 - April 6, 
May 13 - June 27, June 28 - Aug. 18. Site 17 was occupied Feb. 12 - April 11. The 
BASS tripods were arrayed with five BASS sensors measuring detailed velocity 
parameters within four meters of the seabed. Velocity time series indicate a usually we& 
tidal flow which produces small bed stress by itself. On the occasions when a strong 
flow, probably the Gulf Stream, crosses the area, the bed shear stress increases 
dramatically to as much as 10 dyne cm'2. This is competent to move unconsolidated 
sediments in the area. Other instruments from the tripods include: two conductivity / 
temperature sensor pairs, five WetStar fluorometers, thermistors, transmissometer, optical 
backscatterence sensors and a pressure sensor. 

INTRODUCTION: 

The benthic boundary layer is the region where the mean water column flow is affected 
by seabed drag and decreases from the mean water column velocity to zero at the seabed. 
The rapid reduction of velocity is forced by turbulent shear stress, which may be 
described as the vertical flux of mean horizontal momenturn. However the stress is 
f0rci.d by the barotropic and baroclinic pressure gradients and therefore is best descriW. 
by this force balance, rather than simply by the mean velocity gradient. In addition the 
stress may be functionally partitioned by averaging time scales into mean momentum flux 
stress and bottom wave induced stress. The fast ac5eleration.s near the sea bed caused by 
surface gravity waves may create large near bed sfrkss capable of suspending sediment, 
but, because wave motion averages to near zero mean velocity, this large stress has only 
ag indirect effect the mean momentum flux or total particulate and sediment transport. 

To describe these many faces of the benthic boundary layer detailed measurements of the 
3-D velocity profile near the sea bed were made at several locations during the OMP 
experiment. The data are evaluated for: 
1) Mean Stress. Derived from the slope of the logarithmic velocity profile. 
2) Turbulent Stress and Energy. Obtained from cross-covariance of rapidly sampled 

turbulent velocity vectors. 
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3 )  Bottom wave motions. Usually the near bed wave motions may be described by 
average wave period, average wave velocity and average orbital excursion. These are 
all estimated from the Fourier decomposed velocity time series by identifying the 
peak wave frequency and assigning to it the wave motion band variance. 

4) Particulate Response to Stress. Using direct measurements with UBS of particulate 
concentration at a few points above the seabed, a Rouse profile is calculated from the 
mean stress velocity scale, u*, and the particle fall velocity. Total suspended load is 
then calculated as the depth integral of the Rouse profile and transport rates are 
calculated using both the concentration profile and velocity profile data. 

DATA COLLECTED: 

All instruments mounted on the BASS tripod were controlled and data logged to the 
central BASS 340 Megabyte data logger. The sampling scheme was devised to fill the 
340 Megabyte data logger disk in the 103 days. A data record consists of all instrument 
data sampled at 2Hz for 133 seconds for 22876 bytes per record. A data record was 
collected every ten minutes starting 1 min after the top of the hour. 
1.) Velocity Measurements. Five BASS sensors at 447.5 cmab, 257.5 cmab, 122.5 cmab, 

2.) Wave Motion Measurements. Paro-Scientific pressure sensor at 400 cmab. 
3.) Water Properties. 2 Seabird conductivity and temperature pairs 100 cmab, 1.00 cmba. 
4.) Chlorophyll iMeasurements. Five WETStar Miniature Fluorometers 41-5 cmab, 258 

5 .) Particulate Measurements. Five Optical 3 ackscatterence Sensors 445 cmab, 258 

62.5 cmab and 32.5 cmab. 

cmab, 110 cmab, 35 cmab and 28 cmab. 

cmab, 110 cmab, 35 cmab and 28 cmab. One SeaTech Light Transmissometer, 25 cm 
pathlength at 400 cmab. 

RESULTS: 

The 40 hour low pass velocity vectors demonstrate the large eddy veering flows which 
move through the area (Fig. 1). On March 6 ,  June 5 and August 14, large and persistent 
flows toward the NE, the direction which would be expected for Gulf Stream intrusions 
into the area were observed. These are the largest amplitude velocities observed and 
indicate that critical conditions for particle transport will be highly biased to NE 
transport. Other events may correlate with atmospheric wind events. However the 
passage of tropical storm Andrew on June 20 was Znly a ten hour event and thus is not 
evident in the low passed signal. 

The second panel of Fig. 1 shows samples of the velocity vector time series with the 40 
hour low pass signal removed. Dominating the resultant signal is the tidal forcing which 
at 4 meters above the bed appears to be about 10 cm/s at the M2 frequency. 

Figure 2 summarizes the analysis of turbulence parameters obtained from the logarithmic 
velocity profile technique. The shear velocity, U*, covaries strongly with the low passed 
velocity. The tidal background U* can be seen from the low amplitude 40 hour low 



passed times (-March 20) to be only 1 c d s .  Bed sediments will be winnowed of all but 
particles large enough to avoid motion at ths  persistent level of stress. The Iarge values 
of 20 (> 5 cm) are outside the acceptable range of Nikuradse physical roughness. Very 
rough boundary layers (non-homogeneous on scales of meters. e.g. rocks, boulders and 
bottom undulations) exhibit this, but with scattered and low R2 also indicate violation of 
the log profile model. Some directional dependence may indicate local roughness 
problems of this type. During strong flow 20 reduces to approximately 1 cm such as 
during the March 6 event. When R2, the correlation coefficient for the logarithmic 
profile fit, is less than 0.8 the log profile is not really present, and the estimates of U* and 
20 are useless. (However differentiating profiles by R2 in the range of 0.90 - 1.0 does not 
indicate statistically different profile quality .) As expected large R2 occurs with large 
velocity and large U*. Since sediment transport from bottom stress only occurs with 
large U* the estimates with low R2 and low U* can be safely ignored. 

Figure 3 summarizes the turbulence quantities obtained from the ten rninute records of 2 
Hz sampled data. Average speed for ten minute intervals is plotted first for comparison 
to turbulent quantities. 42, the turbulent velocity variance, within a 133 second record is 
an indicator of the magnitude of turbulence within the bottom boundary layer, but, may, 
at times be caused by the presence of wave motion near the sea bed. The correlation for 
Reynolds stress, u’w’, is expected to be negative for a well behaved boundary layer. 
Wave motions or upstream obstacles deflecting the current can cause positive values. 
Short averaging times of 133 seconds also allow a large statistical uncertainty (on order 
+- 50%) accounting for some positive values. The energy and stress vary together for the 
most part, however they do not always track with the mean velocity. While the mean 
velocity forces the turbulence, the effects of stratification and surface gravity waves can 
greatly alter the relationship. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Several anomalous factors make this data set interesting. On July 15-18 very large kinetic 
energy and stresses are observed with little speed increase. While on August 14 very 
large speeds have no signature in energy or stress. The June 5 event has large speed and 
possibly wave motion (or energy in the 5-30 second band), but the energy and stress do 
not grow until several days later. However in the same deployment (and therefore with 
the same surrounding topography) the event of May 14-16, with flow from the same 
direction and amplitude is nicely correlated with e2ergy and stress. 

Preliminary bottom transport estimates indicate that a few events dominate the transport 
of near bottom particles off the shelf. Sweeps, by what might be the Gulf Stream, are 
more important to sediment transport than are local storms, even hurricanes. Storm 
waves have a difficult time penetrating to the 75 meter depth. Even then the transport of 
particles depends upon a mean current, which may not be present during an atmospheric 
event. 
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